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The state of Utah in the United States is home to lots of beautiful National Parks, & Bryce Ca

Bryce Canyon isn’t a canyon. it is the spectacular edge of the Paunsaugunt Plateau, a place wh

The rock in Bryce Canyon is composed of layer after layer of sediment deposits, deposited mill

15 million years ago the earth in this region began to shift, forming a series of plateaus. Th

The Park itself was established in 1924, & was named after an early settler in the area, Ebene

In the mid 1870s they reached the Paria River, where they & his relatives settled for a number

The area remained basically undiscovered by European tourists, the first guest houses only bei

Luckily this has led to Bryce Canyon being an area of largely unspoiled beauty, as well as the

The canyon is by no means a stagnant place - the rim recedes by an average of about a foot eve

Because the rock was laid down in layers, there is a variation in the hardness of the rock for

This variation in erosion speed causes the formation of pinnacles, or "hoodoos" of stable rock

Eventually the arch collapses, leaving one more pillars to join the rest. The ever changing vi

Here you can wander through the Queen’s Garden, or gaze up at Queen Victoria herself surveying

In the warmer months there’s lots of trails for the visitor to explore, ranging from easy stro

Summer months can cause temperatures in the base of the canyon to soar, so it is very importan
Walkers can also follow the Fairyland, Riggs Spring & Under-the-Rim trails, which are longer,
For the energetic, it is possible to cross-country ski in a number of areas in the park, & on
In winter the roads are opened between snowfalls, allowing a

different perspective of the par

If you require a slightly different view of the park, it is possible to explore the park in a

there is lots of interest to explore in the park, apart from the marvellous scenery of the ’si

Some bears & mountain lions also enter the park occasionally, but are seldom seen by tourists.
Ground squirrels abound near the viewing areas, & their antics are

to distract the visitor’s

Bryce Canyon is a hidden jewel, thoroughly deserving to be as widely known as its southern nei

In fact, you may be completely overwhelmed by the fascinating & awe inspiring beauty of Bryce
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